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Paper Money in the Pontifical State
By Alfredo P. Marcon

Issue of "Cedole" Notes by the Sacro Monte di Pieta of Rome

Dec. 5, 1785-Mar. 23, 1798

FIRST ISSUES OF PRINTED NOTES

The first issue of paper money from the Bank of the
"Sacro Monte di Pieta di Roma" goes back to December
5, 1785.

By the Edict of July 22, 1785, the General Treasurer
Fabrizio Ruffo made known the decisions taken by Pope
Pius VI by m.p. (his own accord) on June 25, 1785,
in which, among other things, it was established that the
printed notes had to be put into circulation instead of
the handwritten ones.

From December 5, 1785, until December 24, 1787, the
printed notes were put into circulation—without registra-
tion—i.e., they neither bore the name of the Bank's
dependant or other institution entrusted with payments
(on the top-central), nor the date of the issuing inflow
into circulation (on the top-left), nor the registration
(on the top-right). All these elements are found instead
(the denominations of 3 and 4 scudi excepted) on all
the subsequent issues from January 7, 1788 until the
last issue of March 23, 1798, i.e., 40 days after the en-
trance of the French Armies in Rome.

The notes of the first issues bore the stamped signa-
tures of the accountant, Luigi Galli, and the cashier,

Giuseppe Azzurri. The large handwritten signature be-
longed to the subemployee. Gioacchino Pierantoni. Some-
times other signatures can be seen in place of the latter's.

PARTICULARS AND DATES OF ISSUES OF THE
PRINTED NOTES

As already mentioned, the name put on the upper part
of the notes issued from January 7, 1788, was that of
the employee charged with the bookkeeping.

The handwritten data referring to the registration into
the opposite registers were marked on the top and lower
right side while, on the top left side, there was the date
of the inflow into circulation, i.e., the real date of the
birth of the note.

The date written out in full and put below the value
expressed with arabic numerals is the one concerning the
supply of the notes, a supply that was obviously pre-
determined according to the estimates of the possibility
of demands. Therefore, before being completely filled
out the notes were merely printed forms, without value,
available for use also after a number of years, as we
can determine by comparing the handwritten date with
the printed one.
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Figure 1. Type A Note
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Figure 2. Type B note
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Figure 3.

VARIETIES OF TYPES OF NOTES

With regard to the time that they were printed and
the value they had to represent, the notes show a certain
diversity and can be individualized into three types.

The first printing is of December 5, 1785, the last of
August 1, 1796.

Type C note

a presente Cedolct vctglia Scud
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Type A—These were created in denomination from 5 to
1.500 scudi and they are larger in size than the notes
of type B and C, printed and issued in the last period,

Type B—They were printed on September 14, 1795.
Smaller in size than types A and C, they were ex-
clusively created in denominations of 3 and 4 scudi.
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Type C-The first printing date goes back to May 1,
1797, the second and last to August 1st of the same
year. They were created in denominations from
5 to 1.500 scudi.

The denominations were totaled 76, i.e.
3 and 4 scudi (small size, Type B), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 55, 60,
65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140,
150,
900,

200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500,
1000 and 1.500 (type A and C).

600, 700, 800,

This abundance of denominations was due to the lack
of coin circulation and to the necessity of approaching,
as nearly as possible, the amounts necessary for the needs
of the economic life of that time.

After many events, chiefly due to the invasion of the
Papal State by the French armies, these notes were, for

the most part, publicly destroyed, while the others were
successively put out of circulation. Successively, a cer-
tain value was given again to them and, at last, on May
4, 1799, their legal tender was definitively taken off,
together with the ones emitted by the "Banco di Santo
Spirito", another issuing bank, and the "assignats" issued
by the French authorities.

Afterwards the metallic currency also took the place
of paper money. This supremacy lasted for many de-
cades, a period more than ever necessary to forget all
the anxieties and troubles caused by the ups and downs
that, nearly always, in every country, fatally accompany
the issue of paper money.

The notes issued from the "Sacro Monte di Pieta di
Roma" and from the "Banco di Santo Spirito" have gen-
erally become rare; moreover, all the notes from 100
scudi upwards are very rare and some of them are quite
impossible to find.

Why Not Collect Business College Currency?
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 77.1

indicating a number issued in excess of 20,000, which
would seem unwarranted for the intended usage-per-
haps this play money was also adorned with a "play"
or fictitious number! However, in any event, the over-
all appearance of this scrip is as fine as that of any cur-
rency issued by the U. S. government during this period,
and the serial number serves to impart an official look
to the scrip, as it is stamped in red ink. This particular
note, as well as a number of others known to the writer,
does not appear in the list compiled by Dr. Muscalus,
indicating that a worthy numismatic project would be a
revision and up-dating of this excellent work.

In lieu of redemption statements or promises to pay,
most of the college notes were marked, "Good only in

the actual business or banking dept." or "Payable in tui-

tion." A numeral of value is always in evidence but

the word "dollars" does not always appear. Portraying,

as they unquestionably do, an interesting bit of the his-

tory of our country, I believe that these notes are well

worth the attention of today's numismatist and will re-

ward him well for any research instituted in their behalf.

At least, they were produced to be used and not to be

sold to collectors, which cannot be said for many of the

so-called rarities in coins which are sought today by

the neophyte as well as by some of his more advanced

brethren.

WANTED

OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY
(Bank Notes, Script, Warrants, Drafts)

of the AMERICAN WEST

Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Colorado; Dakota, Deseret, Indian,
Jefferson Territories!

Cash paid, or fine Obsolete Paper traded.

Have Proof notes from most states, individual rarities, seldom seen denominationals, Kirtlands, topicals; Colonial, Continental;
CSA, Southern States notes and bonds. Also have duplicate Western rarities for advantageous trade.

JOHN J. FORD, JR. 176 HENDRICKSON AVE., ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N. Y.
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